Swivel and visitor chairs

quarterback

Generously proportioned ...
Generously proportioned and elegant – the Sedus quarterback is an office
swivel chair which promises plenty of space for productive well-being at
the very first glance. With its particularly high backrest, the quarterback
provides great support, whether working on a concentrated task, or for
a more mobile work force.

… stylish and elegant.
But it’s not just the quarterback’s generously sized backrest which
impresses at first sight – with its dynamic design, striking silhouette
and numerous colour options, it will work in any design scheme. A chair
full of character that is easy to put your trust in. Sedus quarterback.
Design: Markus Dörner
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As if cast in one piece.
Thanks to the highquality workmanship,
the upholstery and
one-piece backrest
frame form a single
harmonious unit.

Creating team play.
Sedus quarterback swivel and visitor chairs make
a great impression in large open plan offices and
small individual spaces. Thanks to their sophisticated ergonomics, with easy-to-use adjustment,
they also render everyday office life more
comfortable and efficient. They unite apparent
opposites, such as openness and protection,

transparency and closure, as well as simplicity
and contemporary materials to produce an
unmistakeable look: timeless elegance which
combines lightness of design with dynamic
function to satisfy your comfort, productivity
and wellbeing.
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Comfort and
performance.
The Sedus quarterback does exactly what it promises at first glance. It
gives you a feeling of sitting securely without restricting movement and
dynamism. And it doesn’t stop there: the quarterback technology ensures
exceptionally balanced movements which promote comfortable working in
various sitting positions. From the generously sized backrest through to
the “Similar” mechanism with quick adjustment of the spring force – all
the features have one goal in mind: to enhance comfort and well-being
without compromising on durability and resilience.

Intuitive operation.
The controls are
ergonomically
arranged and bear
clear function symbols

which make adjusting
the seat height and
angle and the backrest
quick and simple.

Enhanced comfort.
The generously sized
castors on the plastic
or aluminium base are
suitable for all types
of flooring.

More relaxed working.
The headrest with
adjustable height and
tilt takes the strain
off the muscles when
leaning back and thus

promotes a sense of
well-being. A further
handy feature: the
clothes hanger which
is available with the
headrest.
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Clean lines which add a sense of light
ness and dynamism to the office.
Comfortable and generously sized but with a
remarkable lightness – the Sedus quarterback
combines timeless design with perfect ergonomics.
The forward-projecting armrests underscore the
dynamic impression created by the unmistakeable
lines and leave onlookers in no doubt with regard

to just how comfortable this elegant all-rounder
really is! This is further reflected in the intelligent
technology, customised adjustment features and
smooth-running functionality. For an unparalleled
feeling of lightness and elegance.

Healthy sitting.
The innovative mesh
membrane ensures
perfect support in
every sitting position.

Basic armrests.
Height-adjustable.

Height-adjustable
lumbar support with
mesh and slim
upholstered versions.

3D adjustable
armrests. Adjustable
height, width and
depth, with Softtouch
finish.
Chromed connection
to go with polished
aluminium base.

Height- and depthadjustable lumbar
support with mesh
and slim upholstered
versions.

Height-adjustable
lumbar support,
integrated into the
backrest of the fully
upholstered version.

Well-being in the
office. quarterback
offers you optimal
support in all positions.

Optimal leg support. With a seat depth of 380 mm which
can be adjusted by up to 60 mm, the quarterback is ideally
designed to ensure that your upper legs are properly supported, whatever your height.

Customised seat tilt. A 4-degree adjustment range enables
you to tilt the seat slightly forwards in line with your personal
needs.
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Many individual specialists, who
together make an unbeatable team.
The Sedus quarterback is a genuine team player
who you can rely on whatever the situation. For
day-to-day office life, this striking all-rounder is
joined by comfortable four-leg models, with and
without castors, as well as cantilever models
which pick up on the large backrest as a style

element and are thus immediately recognisable as
members of the quarterback family. Whether you
prefer the mesh, slim or fully upholstered version,
the quarterback family supports you whatever the
situation.
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Mesh backrest

Slim upholstery

Full upholstery

Pure comfort. With the quarterback, you can choose from three different
upholstery versions for the backrest. The innovative mesh membrane and
the slim upholstery underscore the quarterback’s lightness and dynamism,
whilst the fully upholstered version impresses with its minimal depth.
What all three versions have in common is the outstanding sitting comfort
for which Sedus is renowned.
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Mesh backrest
The innovative 3D
membrane allows light
to shine through,
creates an open
impression in the room,
and nevertheless
protects the
user’s back from
unwelcome gazes.

Many individual specialists, who
together make an unbeatable team.
The Sedus quarterback is a genuine team player
who you can rely on whatever the situation. For
day-to-day office life, this striking all-rounder is
joined by comfortable four-leg models, with and
without castors, as well as cantilever models
which pick up on the large backrest as a style

element and are thus immediately recognisable as
members of the quarterback family. Whether you
prefer the mesh, slim or fully upholstered version,
the quarterback family supports you whatever the
situation.
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Mesh backrest

Slim upholstery

Full upholstery

Pure comfort. With the quarterback, you can choose from three different
upholstery versions for the backrest. The innovative mesh membrane and
the slim upholstery underscore the quarterback’s lightness and dynamism,
whilst the fully upholstered version impresses with its minimal depth.
What all three versions have in common is the outstanding sitting comfort
for which Sedus is renowned.
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Slim upholstery
The slim upholstery
emphasises the
quarterback’s dynamic
lines and is proof that
sitting comfort is not
about the thickness of
the upholstery.

Many individual specialists, who
together make an unbeatable team.
The Sedus quarterback is a genuine team player
who you can rely on whatever the situation. For
day-to-day office life, this striking all-rounder is
joined by comfortable four-leg models, with and
without castors, as well as cantilever models
which pick up on the large backrest as a style

element and are thus immediately recognisable as
members of the quarterback family. Whether you
prefer the mesh, slim or fully upholstered version,
the quarterback family supports you whatever the
situation.
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Mesh backrest

Slim upholstery

Full upholstery

Pure comfort. With the quarterback, you can choose from three different
upholstery versions for the backrest. The innovative mesh membrane and
the slim upholstery underscore the quarterback’s lightness and dynamism,
whilst the fully upholstered version impresses with its minimal depth.
What all three versions have in common is the outstanding sitting comfort
for which Sedus is renowned.
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Full upholstery
In this version, the
quarterback offers all
the comfort of an
upholstered model –
yet the integrated
membrane creates a
particularly slim-line
effect.
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Generous – also in terms
of sheer choice.
The quarterback satisfies even the toughest of
demands in terms of sitting comfort and ergonomics. It also doesn’t fail to impress when it
comes to aesthetics – as a design element, it has
its very own winning character and unquestion-

able style. The large range of shades and fabrics
as well as the various frame versions provide for
almost unlimited combination options. This
allows a unique and harmonious solution to be
tailored to your personal style or design scheme.

M66 light grey

M60 light green

M65 petrol

M63 orange

Backrest

Atlantic A60999

Atlantic A60025

Fame F67004

Atlantic A64089

Seat covering

M61 anthracite

M65 petrol

M64 red

M60 light green

Backrest

Atlantic A60025

Fame F66061

Atlantic A64089

Fame F67004

Seat covering

Fame F60999

Fame F61024

Fame F62043

Fame F64058

Backrest

Fame F60999

Fame F66061

Fame F61025

Fame F64058

Seat covering
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Making an environmental
statement, too.
Inner values which are sure to impress: In addition to its numerous outstanding features, the quarterback boasts a very special design detail – a
backrest which can be mounted in a single step. This means it can be sent
partially assembled and then assembled on site in an instant without the
need for tools. This saves on packaging material, reduces transport volume
by 50% and thus also further improves the quarterback’s already outstanding ecological credentials. And: You can sit on your new quarterback even
sooner as it can be delivered as a normal postal parcel within 24 hours.

Intelligent design:
On request, the Sedus
quarterback swivel
chair can be delivered
partially assembled
in a handy box.
The chair can be
assembled in an
instant without the
need for tools.

Reduced packaging
volume. With larger
quantities, the
intelligent packaging
concept means
significantly reduced
transport costs and
less impact on the
environment.
Fully assembled

quarterback partially assembled
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Swivel chair with fully upholstered backrest, headrest, height-adjustable
lumbar support, 3D adjustable armrests, polished aluminium base

Cantilever chair with fully upholstered backrest, chromed frame (optionally stackable)

Swivel chair with slim upholstery backrest,
height-adjustable lumbar support, height-
adjustable armrests, black plastic base

4-leg model with slim upholstery backrest
and castors, chromed frame

Swivel chair with membrane-covered backrest,
black plastic base

4-leg model with membrane-covered
backrest, chromed frame (stackable)

L standard l optional
		
Seat mechanisms
“Similar” mechanism
“Similar” mechanism with seat tilt adjustment

Swivel chair

4-leg model

Cantilever

L
l

Backrest technology
Backrest pressure with quick adjustment
Without lumbar support
Height-adjustable lumbar support (80 mm)
Height- and depth-adjustable lumbar support

L
l
L
l

Seat height adjustments
Gas lift mechanism with mechanical depth springing
Gas lift mechanism

L
l

Frame versions
Plastic base in black
L
Aluminium base, powder coated in black
l
Aluminium base, powder coated in white aluminium
l
Polished aluminium base
l
Steel frame, powder-coated in black		
L
L
Steel frame, powder-coated in white aluminium		
l
l
Steel frame, chromed		
l
l
Upholstery
Backrest with membrane covering (mesh version)
Backrest with slender upholstery (slim upholstery version)
Backrest with comfort upholstery (full upholstery version)

L
l
l

L
l
l

L
l
l

Armrests
Without armrests
l
Height-adjustable armrests
L
3D adjustable armrests with Softtouch finish
l
Integrated armrests with plastic finish		

L

L

Features
Partially assembled
l
Height-adjustable headrests in leather
l
Clothes hanger
l
Sliding seat (with 60 mm depth adjustment)
l
Contrasting shade for armrest upholstery
l
Hard castors for soft floors
L
Soft castors for hard floors
l
Stainless steel glides		
Plastic glides 		
Felt glides		
Stackable 		

l
l
l
L
l
l
L

l

l
l
l

700
700
540

500

500

230

200 - 310

820

1100

540

190 - 290

490

230

490

710 - 800
710 - 800

520

520

430

430

650

1210

460

460

400

800

630

630

390 - 450

400 - 510

650 140 - 230

400

400 - 510

390 - 450
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Companies, people
and the environment
all benefit.
Sedus is committed to transforming working in an office into a profitable
experience for all. For the benefit of both companies and their employees.
This mission statement is laid down in the corporate policy and encompasses
all of the aspects which are so vitally important for office work.
Place 2.5 stands for the new office culture of productive well-being. The
concept is based on perfect ergonomics, functionality and working conditions. Design, light, acoustics, atmosphere and air are just some of the other
elements. The result is office environments designed to enhance well-being,
in which people like to work and are therefore more productive.
Sedus’ thinking is holistic and customer-oriented: companies today require
not just office furniture, but needs-orientated solutions for efficient working
processes. What they want is future-proof office working environments that
are consistent with the corporate culture. Sedus delivers just that with its
comprehensive, flexible product range and with its individual consulting and
planning services.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” have been the cornerstone of
Sedus’ success for more than 50 years now. In addition to working in a way
that conserves resources, designing products which are recyclable, using
ecologically tested materials and being energy-aware in its manufacturing,
Sedus pursues one thing above all else: product quality that lasts, because
that’s what is best for the environment. The latest example: innovative laser
edging. All products which carry the emblem “lasered by Sedus” guarantee
seamless edge processing of the highest quality. In terms of aesthetics and
material technology, the advantages are impressive: flawless beauty, robust
durability and a bonus for the environment.
For further information, visit www.sedus.com

Company:

Around the world, Sedus

Sedus quarterback:

– DIN EN ISO 9001

adheres to the principles of

– Made in Germany

– DIN EN ISO 14001

the UN Global Compact for

– Toxproof

–	EMAS III-audited

human rights, labour

– Safety-tested

Environmental

standards, the environ-

– Tested ergonomics

management

ment and anti-corruption.

– Quality Office

– Certified GRI report

–	AGR – Campaign group
for healthier backs
– Greenguard

quarterback

01.0.03.13 - 47258

www.sedus.com

